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We present a theoretical scheme to calculate the elastic constants of magnetic materials in the high-temperature
paramagnetic state. Our approach is based on a combination of disordered local moments picture and ab initio
molecular dynamics (DLM-MD). Moreover, we investigate a possibility to enhance the efficiency of the
simulations of elastic properties using the recently introduced method: symmetry imposed force constant
temperature-dependent effective potential (SIFC-TDEP). We have chosen cubic paramagnetic CrN as a model
system. This is done due to its technological importance and its demonstrated strong coupling between magnetic
and lattice degrees of freedom. We have studied the temperature-dependent single-crystal and polycrystalline
elastic constants of paramagentic CrN up to 1200 K. The obtained results at T = 300 K agree well with the
experimental values of polycrystalline elastic constants as well as the Poisson ratio at room temperature. We
observe that the Young’s modulus is strongly dependent on temperature, decreasing by ∼14% from T = 300 K
to 1200 K. In addition we have studied the elastic anisotropy of CrN as a function of temperature and we observe
that CrN becomes substantially more isotropic as the temperature increases. We demonstrate that the use of
Birch law may lead to substantial errors for calculations of temperature induced changes of elastic moduli. The
proposed methodology can be used for accurate predictions of mechanical properties of magnetic materials at
temperatures above their magnetic order-disorder phase transition.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.054111
I. INTRODUCTION

Elastic properties, an important part of the mechanical
response of a material, are among the major properties to be
studied in theoretical simulations. For instance, Barannikova
et al. [1] have recently shown that there is a significant
correlation between the elastic and plastic processes that are
involved simultaneously in deforming alloys. It is known
that for magnetic materials the existence of local magnetic
moments above the magnetic transition temperature, in the
paramgentic state noticeably affects the elastic properties
[2,3]. Thus, a possibility to predict elastic moduli of magnetic
materials in their high-temperature paramagnetic state as a
function of temperature is highly requested.
The main approach to incorporate temperature in theoretical
studies of elastic properties of magnetic materials have
been through approximations made in ab initio schemes
by excluding the implicit effect of lattice vibrations [4], or
by including the thermal expansion effects, often using the
experimental data [5,6]. While lattice expansion is believed
to be the most important contribution to the temperature
dependence of elastic moduli, it would be worthwhile to
develop methods which enable us to directly investigate the
full effect of the temperature. Unfortunately, a consistent
description of a paramagnetic state of a magnetic material
is a highly nontrivial theoretical task [7]. In particular, we
are not aware of any theoretical calculation of elastic moduli,
where lattice vibrations and magnetic disorder are included
on the same footing. However, this could be achieved by the
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disordered local moments molecular dynamics (DLM-MD)
[7,8].
In this article, we have used the DLM-MD method to study
the temperature-dependent elastic moduli of paramagnetic B1
CrN chosen as our model system to demonstrate the functionality of our method. CrN is a very interesting system considering
both its industrial applications in hard coatings and its
physical properties. Many experimental and theoretical groups
have studied CrN because of its wide range of applications
[2,8–14]. Apart from its valuable applications, CrN exhibits
some fascinating fundamental physical properties. Just below
room temperature, TN ∼ 270–286 K, CrN undergoes a phase
transition from an orthorhombic antiferromagnetic (AFM)
phase to a cubic B1 paramagnetic (PM) phase [2,9,12]. The
phase transition in CrN is due to magnetic entropy and the
structural change is related to magnetic stress. The volume of
the unit cell reduces by ∼0.59% when CrN transforms from
cubic to orthorhombic [9,15].
Recently, Alling et al. [13] employed two different implementations of the DLM picture, the magnetic sampling
method (MSM) and magnetic special quasirandom structure
(SQS) approach, to study the effect of the magnetic disorder
and strong correlations on the thermodynamics of CrN. In their
study they found the transition between the high-temperature
PM phase and the low-temperature AFM phase occurs at 498
K, when the magnetic entropy is included in the calculations.
In fact, in Ref. [13] it was demonstrated that the magnetic
transition in CrN is driven by the structural transition. If CrN
would be cubic, its Néel temperature would be lower, and
vice versa, the Néel temperature of the orthorhombic phase
should be higher if it is not transformed into the cubic phase.
Following the idea of MSM, Steneteg et al. proposed the
idea of merging the DLM method with ab initio molecular
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dynamics (MD) to include the lattice vibrations and used the
method to study the influence of the pressure and temperature
on the compressibility of CrN [8]. However, in their study, the
full vibrational free energy, including vibrational entropy was
not calculated. An important improvement to the method is
made in the work by Shulumba et al., where a combination
of DLM-MD and TDEP was used to study vibrational free
energy and phase stability of CrN [16]. In their treatment,
the magnetic and vibrational degrees of freedom are coupled
through the forces from DLM-MD. They found the transition
temperature of CrN to be around 380 K which is a closer
value to the experimental value of 286 K [2] than the result
obtained neglecting the effect of lattice vibrations. More
recently, Zhou et al. [14] suggested an alternative approach
based on a spin-space averaging (SSA) method to obtain the
vibrational free energy contributions. In their treatment, they
thoroughly study the phase stabilities of CrN and found the
nonmagnetic (NM) cubic CrN to be dynamically unstable
whereas both AFM cubic and AFM orthorhombic CrN found
to be dynamically stable. Note that Alling et al. [13] also
showed that NM cubic CrN is energetically unfavorable as
compared to other structures with nonzero local magnetic
moments.
However, among all the research that has been done on CrN,
only a few has studied its elastic properties [3,8,12–14,17].
Importantly, theoretical studies of the elastic properties of
CrN, up to this date, have been carried out only at T = 0 K
[14]. An important explanation for this is that until recently there were no appropriate computational tools to treat
simultaneously effects of lattice vibrations and magnetic
disorder. Thus, application of the proposed technique to study
temperature-dependent elastic properties of CrN is justified.
In addition, we investigate the possibility to enhance the
efficiency of the simulations of elastic properties and present
the results obtained from the recently developed method, symmetry imposed force constant temperature-dependent effective
potential (SIFC-TDEP) [18], combined with the DLM picture,
by relating the phonon properties of the magnetic disorder
system and elasticity. Moreover, we compare both theoretical
schemes with the results from more conventional calculations
based on the Birch law in which the effect of temperature on
the elastic moduli is introduced through the thermal expansion
and discuss the accuracy of all the schemes considered in this
study.

The stress-strain relation in the Voigt notation is defined as
[19]

Cij j ,
(1)
σi =
j

where σ is the stress tensor and Cij s are the elements of the
elastic tensor space. In a cubic system, due to the symmetry, the
elastic tensor will only have three nonvanishing, unidentical
elements C11 ,C12 , and C44 . To obtain the elastic constants, we
have used the following deformation matrix [20]:
⎞
⎛
η η2 0
(2)
η = ⎝ η2 0 0⎠.
0 0 0
Inserting this matrix into Eq. (1), the elastic constants are
derived as
dσ1 (T )
= C11 (T ),
dη
dσ2 (T )
= C12 (T ),
dη
dσ6 (T )
= C44 (T ).
dη

(4)
(5)

First we calculate the stress σ for a set of deformations (η),
with η deviating just a few percent, in our calculations 1%,
from zero. Then, we obtain the numerical derivative of σ
and extract the elastic constants. For each temperature and
the volume at that temperature, we calculate stresses σ for a
set of molecular dynamics time steps, Nt = 5000. Thus, for
each η, we will have Nt number of stresses. The derivative is
numerically calculated by fitting a line to these points using
the least square method.
In principle, single-crystal samples are often not available,
thus the measurements of individual elastic constants Cij are
rare. In many cases, polycrystalline materials are studied experimentally for which one may determine the polycrystalline
bulk modulus (B), Young’s modulus (E) and shear modulus
(G). Using DLM-MD theory, we can calculate the elastic
properties of a single crystal but by using Voigt and Reuss
approaches, we can obtain expressions for bulk and shear
moduli in polycrystals. For a cubic system these properties
are derived as
BV = BR = B,
C11 + 2C12
,
3
C11 − C12 + 3C44
GV =
,
5
5(C11 − C12 )C44
GR =
.
3(C11 − C12 ) + 4C44
B=

II. METHODOLOGY
A. Elastic properties

To simulate the paramagnetic phase we have used the
disordered local moments molecular dynamics (DLM-MD)
[8]. In this method, the local moments are spatially disordered and the magnetic state of the system is modified
periodically and rearranged randomly with a specific time
step, spin flip time, during the course of MD simulation.
Using the experimental volumes at specific temperatures,
we then apply five different deformations to the lattice and
perform separate DLM-MD calculations for each deformation. More details on the DLM-MD method are given in
Sec. II B.

(3)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

The Young modulus (E) and the Poisson ratio (ν) can also be
calculated according to the following relations.
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EV ,R =
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It is also useful to define the elastic anisotropy for polycrystalline materials,
AV ,R =

GV − GR
.
GV + GR

(12)

The Voingt and the Reuss averaging of elastic constants,
Eqs. (6)–(12), will give us the upper and the lower bound of
elastic constants, respectively. The Voigt-Reuss-Hill approach
(the Hill approximation) combines these two limits by averaging over the Voigt and the Reuss elastic constants, assuming
that this average gives a good approximation for the actual
macroscopic elastic constants [21,22].
EV + ER
,
2
GV + GR
GH =
,
2
EH =

(13)
(14)

and
νH =

EH
− 1.
2GH

(15)

B. Details of DLM-MD simulations

The DLM-MD method was suggested by Steneteg et al.
to simulate the paramagnetic state of magnetic materials
at finite temperatures including lattice vibrations [8]. In
this method, the disordered local moments (DLM) picture
of paramagnetism is implemented in the framework of the
ab initio molecular dynamics (MD). The DLM approach is
introduced by Hubbard [23–25] and Hasegawa [26,27] and
later on applied by Gyorffy et al. within the coherent potential
approximation (CPA) electronic structure framework [28].
Beside the LDA+U approximation for the exchange
correlation energy and the supercell description of the disordered magnetic state, additional approximations in the
DLM-MD approach need to be noted. First, we consider
the local moments to have collinear orientations. Indeed it
is well justified to ignore the noncollinear orientations of
local moments in paramagnetic materials in a description of
thermodynamic potentials, well above the magnetic transition
temperature [28]. In fact, Gyorffy et al. demonstrated that the
noncollinearity of the local moments can be ignored if they
are assumed to be completely disordered. A model of the
complete disorder, however, is applicable if the temperature of
the system (T ) is much higher than the strongest interaction
Jijmax of the classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian (T  Jijmax ).
For CrN, the calculated exchange interactions [55] are found
to be of the order of 150 K for realistic lattice displacements
obtained from MD and it is only for the largest displacements
that they get close to 300 K. This means that for CrN, T
= 300 K is indeed larger than Jijmax ∼ 150 K and we can
confidently consider CrN to be in its PM state at 300 K and
treat it within DLM-MD already at this temperature. We note
that the temperature T as used in this article thus refers to
the temperature of the atoms and not that of the magnetic
subsystem. Within DLM-MD, the temperature of the magnetic
moments is not as well defined as the temperature of the atomic
subsystem and cannot be controlled. In addition, we note
that the fast longitudinal fluctuations of magnetic moments
dictating their magnitude are treated as fast electronic degrees

of freedom governed by the self-consistent solution of the
electronic structure problem at each MD step.
Following the same arguments as in Ref. [28], we assume
that the magnetic configuration of the system, even though
ergodic, does not cover its phase space uniformly in time but
rather gets stuck for a specified time (we denote as spin-flip
time, tSF ) near the points with a specific configuration of
moments at every site pointing in a random direction and then
moves instantly to another disordered but different state of the
phase space. In fact, Gyorffy et al. supposed that the changes
in the orientational configuration of the moments characterize
the motion of temporarily broken ergodicity to a large degree.
This means that within the DLM-MD method as opposed to
classical MD the phase space may not be probed consistently.
In other words, the magnetic moments are not equilibrated
with the kinematics of the atomic motions. Indeed, the goal of
DLM-MD calculations is to get the converged averages over
the fast magnetic degrees of freedom rather than generating
the right trajectories.
It should be noted that on one hand, in the paramagnetic
state at high temperatures the magnetic excitations exhibit
different characteristics from those of low temperature. As an
important example, the relevant time scale of its dynamics can
be better estimated by the spin decoherence time tdc of an
individual or pair of moments, rather than the inverse spinwave frequency related to the collective motion of many spins.
This means that the relevant magnetic dynamics are much
faster in magnetically disordered materials (of the order of
10−14 –10−15 s) in comparison to that in magnetically ordered
systems (of the order of 10−13 s).
A further complication is that the paramagnetic state is
a high-temperature state of a magnetic material for which
considering the atomic motions and displacements from ideal
lattice sites in the simulations is essential [29]. The time scale
for collective atomic motions constituting lattice vibrations is
estimated by the inverse of the Debye frequency (∼10−12 ).
However, in molecular dynamics simulations, we need to
calculate the displacements and forces acting on individual
atoms on a much shorter time scale of the order of 10−15 s for
a proper description of Born-Oppenheimer (B-O) dynamics.
Figure 1 illustrates schematically the basic idea of the
DLM-MD technique and demonstrates all the different time
scales of the method including the B-O MD time step (tMD ),
the spin-flip time (tSF ) as well as a time indicator for the
“phonon time scales” corresponding to the period time of
the highest frequency phonons. The values we have adopted
in our simulations, as shown in the figure, comply with the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation indicating that electrons
exhibit the fastest time scale as compared to other degrees of
freedom. Then comes the time scale of the individual atomic
motions (tMD = 1 fs). The change in the temporarily broken
ergodicity magnetic state of the disordered local magnetic
moments comes next (tSF = 5 fs) and only then comes the
time scale of the full collective atomic vibrational modes
(tph > 100 fs).
Strictly speaking, the appropriate value of the spin flip time
should either be taken from experiments or calculated from real
spin dynamics simulations. However, in Ref. [8] it was shown
that tSF should be chosen short enough to assure an adiabatic
approximation. In particular, several tests with different spin-
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C11 ,C22 ,C33 ,C12 ,C13 ,C23 ,C44 ,C55 , and C66 are not identical
and need to be calculated. Then we use the projection technique
to determine average cubic elastic constants [31] of the
simulated cubic crystal via

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the DLM-MD process. Starting with a random arrangement of magnetic moments, an MD
SF
= tSF /tMD steps during which the magnetic
calculation is run for NMD
configuration is allowed to evolve according to the solution of the
electronic structure problem. At the tSF , the moments are flipped and
rearranged in another random magnetic configuration, while positions
and velocities of all the atoms are preserved. Then the MD simulation
continues. The figure shows only one layer of Cr atoms from the
CrN supercell and the N atoms are not shown here. The spin-flip
time is chosen to be tSF = 5 fs. The Born-Oppenheimer MD time
step is chosen as tMD = 1 fs. The phonon time scale is also shown as
tph > 100 fs. The lengths of the time arrows demonstrate that the time
scale of the collective atomic vibrational modes are much slower than
the time scales of both the electronic and transverse local magnetic
moments (tMD  tSF < tph ).

flip times carried out in Ref. [8] demonstrate that tSF = 5 fs
gives a reliable description for CrN.
We run DLM-MD simulations with a total number of 5000
steps, resulting in a length of 5 ps for one simulation. The
schematic representation of this algorithm is shown is Fig. 1.
Using DLM-MD, the elastic constants for the PM phase
are calculated at five different temperatures 300, 600, 800,
1000, and 1200. For each temperature, five different values
of distortions, η ∈ {−0.02,−0.01,0.00,0.01,0.02} have been
used for the deformation matrix (η) + I . We can then extract
the σ values, using Eqs. (3)–(5) and calculate the elastic
constants at each temperature.
We note that for DLM-MD calculations of Cij constants,
we do not need to use the projected cubic elastic constants as
described in Sec. II C, as we sample the phase space of possible
magnetic configurations and average out noncubic magnetic
symmetry on the fly.

C11 + C22 + C33
C¯11 =
,
3
C12 + C13 + C23
C¯12 =
,
3
C44 + C55 + C66
.
C¯44 =
3

(17)
(18)

Thermal expansion is one important manifestation of
anharmonicity. Statically, one can include the temperature
effect on the elastic properties through the thermal expansion
[32,33]. This approach is based on Birch’s law [34] that
includes temperature effects in elastic properties implicitly
via thermal expansion [35]. Thus within this approach,
Cij (T ) ≈ Cij0 (V (T )),

(19)

where Cij0 (V (T )), are the elastic constants calculated at zero
temperature but at volume V corresponding to simulation
temperature T . Note that, for these set of calculations, we
should use the average elastic constants as stated in Eqs. (16)–
(18) since we are considering a magnetically disordered state.
In this work, we have used the experimental thermal expansion
obtained from Ref. [12].
D. Finite temperature elastic constants from SIFC-TDEP

We concentrate on mechanical properties calculated for
single-crystal materials from first principles simulations. The
elastic constants can be defined either by Hooke’s law,
described above or in the long wave limit of phonons. In
this section we give a brief description of the calculation of
the elastic properties through the phonons and introducing
the methods that include explicit temperature dependence of
phonon properties and therefore elastic constants.
Let us start with a harmonic Hamiltonian describing the
lattice dynamics,

C. Finite temperature elastic constants from static calculations
including thermal expansion effects

In order to simulate the paramagnetic state of CrN in a
static lattice approximation at T = 0 K, we have used the DLM
picture combined with magnetic special quasirandom structure
(SQS) approach [13]. In our static DLM-SQS calculations, we
have employed a 3 × 3 × 3 cubic supercell with 108 Cr and
108 N atoms in which the spin-up and spin-down Cr moments
are mimicking a random alloy distribution [30].
To obtain the elastic properties, we apply a set of different
distortions to this supercell. As explained in Sec. II A, after
performing the first-principles calculations for each of these
supercells, we calculate the stress. Thereafter, we obtain
the derivative of the stress numerically. This derivative will
provide us with different Cij values.
However, one should bear in mind that due to magnetic disorder the cubic symmetry of the supercell is
broken and all the elements of the elastic matrix,

(16)

Ĥ = U0 +

 p2
1   ij
iα
+
 uiα ujβ ,
2mi
2! ij αβ αβ
iα

(20)

where α and β are indices for the Cartesian coordinates and
uα and uβ are the Cartesian components of the displacement
of the atom i and j , and U0 is the potential energy of the
static lattice; p and m are the momentum and mass of atom
ij
i. The αβ are the interatomic force constants, which express
a relation between the force in the α direction acting on the
atom i, when atom j is displaced in the direction β.
In the long wave limit q −→ 0, the atoms move very
slowly with vanishing frequencies and these sound waves
have frequencies that are determined by macroscopic elastic
constants. We can write the relation between elastic and force
constants [36–38]:
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where C̃ij kl is a full elastic constants matrix, that could be
later reduced due to the symmetry and transformed to the
ij
Voigt notation. Here 0n are the interatomic force constants
(IFCs) between atoms i and j in the unit cell n; rnk and rnl are
the positions of atoms k and l in the unit cell n taken in respect
to the reference unit cell 0. To calculate interatomic force
constants we use the temperature-dependent effective potential
(TDEP) method [39,40]. The advantage of this method is
that the temperature dependence of the IFC is included
explicitly. We determine the force constants by minimizing
the difference in forces from the model Hamiltonian [Eq. (20)]
and real system simulated with the DLM-MD. The DLM-MD
} and forces
provides us with a set of displacements {UDLM-MD
t
{FDLM-MD
} at each step, so we minimize the following quantity,
t
min F =
¯


Nt
 DLM-MD
2
1 
F

− FH
t
t
Nt t=1

Nt
 DLM-MD
1 
¯ UDLM-MD 2 .
F
=
−
t
t
Nt t=1

(22)

¯ is obtained by the linear
The solution for the force constants 
square method that minimizes F. The symmetry constraints
on the force constant matrices are applied [39,40] and this
procedure reduces the computational cost. Using TDEP one
can get temperature / volume-dependent IFCs. TDEP works
for the ordered structures. In disordered systems the symmetry
of the crystal is broken. Therefore, we use a generalization of
the TDEP method towards disordered systems, the so-called
SIFC-TDEP [18]. Here it is applied to calculate vibrational
properties at finite temperatures for magnetically disordered
systems and to evaluate their elastic properties. Using the
SIFC-TDEP method we extract the effective interatomic force
¯ eff ) by treating Cr atoms as symmetry equivalent
constants (
and imposing the full symmetry of the underlying crystal
lattice on the IFCs. Obtained effective IFCs are then used
to calculate elastic constants [Eq. (21)].
It is well known that there is an issue of using Eq. (21) to
calculate accurately absolute values of the finite temperature
elastic constants, because the result depends on the finite
size of the simulation cells. On the other hand, it has been
demonstrated that using the SIFC-TDEP and the original
TDEP we are able to accurately determine the temperature
dependence of phonon frequencies of CrN [16] and other
materials [41,42].
Therefore, we employ the finite temperature scaling of
elastic constants to obtain the final expression, given by
ph

Cij (V ,T ) =

Cijstat (V ,T0 )

Cij (V ,T )
ph

Cij (V ,T0 )

,

(23)

with T0 = 300 K in our calculations. Note that one can avoid
the scaling of the elastic constants by performing calculations
on a larger cell. Thus elastic constants from SIFC-TDEP can be
calculated including both volume and temperature dependence
of IFCs, extracted from SIFC-TDEP.
SIFC-TDEP scheme allows one to calculate the finite temperature elastic constants at a fraction (1/5) of computational
cost of DLM-MD, in which the supercell has to be distorted

using the deformation matrix, Eq. (2). Shulumba et al. [18]
showed that ∼80% of the temperature effect on the elastic
constant of TiN could be captured with this method, at 20% of
the computational cost. In this work, we extend the approach
towards the magnetically disordered systems.
E. Computational details

All the static DLM and DLM-MD calculations are carried
out within the projected augmented wave method (PAW)
[43] as implemented in Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP) [44–47]. For the electronic exchange-correlation effects
we have used a combination of local density approximation
with a Hubbard Coloumb term (LDA+U) [48]. The effective
Hubbard term value, U eff = U − J , is chosen to be 3 eV for
Cr 3d orbitals which is shown to be the optimal value obtained
from a thorough theoretical comparison of the structural and
electronic properties of CrN with experimental measurements
[13]. The energy cutoff is set to 500 eV.
We have used a supercell consisting of 3 × 3 × 3 repetitions
of the conventional cubic cell including eight atoms, giving in
total 108 Cr and 108 N atoms. In the PM phase, the spin-up
and spin-down magnetic moments are randomly distributed
on Cr atoms. For the AFM cubic CrN, the spins are arranged
in alternating planes of Cr atoms with spin-up and spin-down
parallel to a single face diagonal (001). The Brillouin zone is
sampled using a Monkhorst-Pack scheme [49] with a k mesh of
3 × 3 × 3. In order to maintain the desired temperature in our
MD calculations, we have used the canonical ensemble (NVT).
We have used the Nose thermostat [50] with the default mass
value as it is implemented in VASP in our simulations.
The thermal expansion is included in our calculations using
the experimental lattice constants as a function of temperature
[12].
For SIFC-TDEP calculations we run DLM-MD with the
same setting as described above with a difference in supercell
size. We used a supercell contained 32 chromium and 32
nitrogen atoms arranged in 2 × 2 × 2 conventional unit cells.
We ran the simulations on a grid of six temperatures and
six volumes of the NVT ensemble. From these simulations
we extract IFCs as a function of volume and temperature.
The effective IFCs were found to be smooth and easily
interpolated across the whole temperature/volume interval.
We calculate the theoretical thermal expansion, which is in
good agreement with the experimental values [12]. Elastic
constants from SIFC-TDEP are evaluated for the theoretical
thermal expansion.
When dealing with MD simulations, we should make sure
that the obtained results are well converged, i.e., that the
statistical errors are small. The output of an MD run is
reported in terms of the time average, in our case of the
elastic constants. Since the simulation times are of finite size, a
statistical imprecision of these average values is expected. Our
simulation time is 5 ps and in order to estimate the uncertainty
of our MD results, we have used a t distribution with a 95%
confidence interval taking the correlated nature of each MD
time step into account according to the method suggested by
Allen and Tildesley [51]. In our case we find that the factor of
uncorrelated time steps corresponds to between 1 and 200
configurations, which adds completely new information to
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the average values, depending on the temperature. The 95%
confidence interval for the mean values of elastic constants
and derived properties are given as error bars calculated in this
way.
III. RESULTS
A. Single-crystal elastic constants

Figure 2 shows the obtained temperature-dependent elastic
constants of the paramagnetic B1 CrN from different methods.
We can see that the low-temperature limit of the elastic
constants calculated at finite temperatures via the DLM-MD
method are in good agreement with the corresponding elastic
constants obtained from static zero-temperature calculations.
The zero-Kelvin values also agree well with earlier theoretical
calculations (see, for instance, Ref. [14]).
In Table I we report the calculated elastic properties of
nonmagnetic (NM), antiferromagnetic (AFM), and paramagnetic (PM) B1-CrN at zero kelvin. The values of the elastic
constants from our AFM and PM calculations show that
AFM calculations in general tend to overestimate the elastic
constants. We should also mention that we observe a small
tetragonal distortion in our AFM B1 CrN as compared to
PM B1 phase. We have calculated all nine elastic constants
for this phase. However, in Table I we only report data
for C11 ,C12 , and C44 for comparison. The other elastic
constants (in GPa) are C22 = C11 = 659,C33 = 616,C13 =
C23 = 93,C44 = C55 = 144, and C66 = 154, respectively. The
relatively small difference between AFM and PM calculations
can be attributed to relatively weak magnetic exchange
interactions in B1 CrN [55]. One should expect a substantially
larger effect in systems with higher Néel or Curie temperature.
Simultaneously, from the values listed in Table I we can see
that the nonmagnetic calculations give a negative value for C44 .
This implies that NM B1-CrN is mechanically unstable as the
Cij values do not satisfy the Born-Huang stability criterion [56]
for which the shear elastic coefficient C44 should be positive.
Most other elastic moduli come out very wrong as well in
nonmagnetic calculations. This indicates the importance of
magnetic effects which need to be considered while simulating
the PM state of a magnetic material.

FIG. 2. Calculated temperature-dependent single-crystal elastic
constants of PM CrN obtained by using different theoretical methods.
The error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the molecular
dynamics simulations with a 95% confidence interval.

Table I also summarizes the elastic properties of PM B1 CrN
at T = 300 K. We observe that our calculations overestimate
C11 by 51 GPa, ∼9%, as compared to the experimental value
[52,53] which is reasonable given LDA+U normal uncertainty.
The difference between the theoretical and experimental values
for C44 is 53 GPa, ∼38%, and 75 GPa, ∼74% for C12 .
However, we do not trust the experimental values of C12 and
C44 and emphasize that our results are in good agreement with
other first-principles calculations [14]. Moreover, our average
Young’s modulus value at 300 K, E = 433 GPa is in good
agreement with the reported experimental value of 400 GPa
[54]. Considering this excellent agreement between theory and
experiment for E, additional independent measurements of the
Cij values at least at room temperature are desired.
Note that the numerical accuracy of elastic constants
calculated with the DLM-MD method is quite high. The
statistical errors for C11 and C44 are at most within 0.1% of the
mean values which is very small. Both C11 and C44 decrease
almost linearly with increasing temperature. This indicates
the normal temperature dependence behavior originating from
anharmonicity [19]. For C12 , on the other hand we do not
see any specific trend and it appears to be nearly temperature
independent within the error bars. SIFC-TDEP values with all
the elastic constants decrease monotonously.
For many systems in the absence of phase transitions for
intermediate temperatures, the temperature-dependent elastic
constants can be fitted to the empirical relation [19],
Cij (T ) = Cij (0)(1 − b(T − T0 )),

(24)

where b is a constant and T0 is of the order of 1/3 of the Debye
temperature θD . As we get close to the melting temperature,
high-order anharmonic effects result in a strong nonlinear
temperature dependence [19]. For the case of CrN with θD ∼
535 K, we have T0 < T < Tm , in which T is the temperature
range in which we do our simulations and Tm ∼ 1500 K is the
melting temperature of CrN. This argument further justifies
the reliability of our method because our simulations result
in a nearly linear (within numerical accuracy) temperature
dependence of elastic constants.
The finite temperature values from DLM-MD are in good
agreement with the data obtained from SIFC-TDEP.
The single-crystal elastic constants of PM CrN at 1200 K
is given in Table I. As can be seen from Fig. 2, DLM-MD
calculations at T = 300 K give 591 GPa, 102 GPa, and
141 GPa for C11 ,C12 , and C44 , respectively. At T = 1200
K, Table I, SIFC-TDEP gives a larger value of C11 = 516 GPa
which differs by 23 GPa, ∼6% from C11 = 486 GPa from
DLM-MD. The C12 = 95 GPa is smaller by 15 GPa, ∼12%
in SIFC-TDEP as compared to C12 = 108 GPa in DLM-MD.
The C44 is 132 GPa and 135 GPa from DLM-MD and SIFCTDEP, respectively. Clearly there is an increasing difference
between DLM-MD and SIFC-TDEP values as the temperature
increases. On the other hand, SIFC-TDEP clearly shows much
higher numerical stability and much smoother temperature
dependence as compared to the DLM-MD calculations, which
shows the usefulness of this numerically efficient technique
for calculations of the temperature elastic constants in a not
too broad temperature interval.
The red triangles in Fig. 2, show the results from DLM
static calculations including thermal expansion. The method
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TABLE I. Temperature-dependent elastic constants of PM B1 CrN obtained by different methods including experimental, static (T = 0 K)
nonmagnetic (NM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) values for comparison.
Method Elast. Const. (GPa)
Static, PM B1 (T = 0 K) [14]
Static, PM B1 (T = 0 K; this work)
Static, AFM B1 (T = 0 K; this work)
Static, NM B1 (T = 0 K) [14]
Experiment (T = 300 K)
DLM-MD (T = 300 K)
DLM-MD (T = 1200 K)
SIFC-TDEP (T = 1200 K)

C11

C12

C44

BV = BR

EV /ER

GV /GR

649
624
659
641
540 [52,53]
591
486
516

99
98
108
260
27 [52]
102
108
95

145
141
144
−59
88 [52]
141
132
135

282
273
292
387
–
265
234
235

479/443
462/428
481/443
118/−416
400 [54]
446/420
381/371
403/388

197/179
189/173
196/178
41/−124

gives close values of C12 in comparison to DLM-MD and
SIFC-TDEP C12 , but the data for other elastic constants,
C11 and C44 , differ stronger. This divergence demonstrates
that the Birch law may be violated in real systems at finite
temperatures. This implies that incorporating the temperature
effect through thermal expansion may not be an accurate way
to obtain the temperature dependence of elastic properties of
magnetic materials in their paramagnetic state. In order to
get a good picture for finite temperature elastic properties
in PM CrN, we need to treat lattice vibrations, magnetic
configuration, and the effect of thermal expansion on the same
footing as it is done in our DLM-MD simulations.
B. Polycrystalline elastic constants

Using single-crystal elastic constants, obtained from our
methods, we can calculate the temperature-dependent polycrystalline elastic constants and the Poisson ratio for PM B1
CrN. The results are displayed in Fig. 3. Similar to what we
see in Fig. 2 for Cij , B, E, and G moduli show nearly linear
temperature dependence following Eq. (24). The Poisson ratio
shows a little bit of variation as the temperature increases. As
stated for the single-crystal elastic constants, we see a good

183/170
155/150
166/158

agreement between the room temperature values obtained from
our DLM-MD calculations and from conventional zero kelvin
static calculations. The polycrystalline elastic constant values
obtained from DLM-MD and SIFC-TDEP are close to each
other suggesting that both methods give similar results.
At zero kelvin, the bulk modulus (B) from AFM calculations, as listed in Table I, is found to be 292 GPa which is
significantly larger than the PM value of 273 GPa. There is
even a larger difference between the values of bulk moduli
obtained from PM and NM calculations. The nonmagnetic
calculations give the bulk modulus of 387 GPa. However, it is
shown in other studies that simulating the paramagnetic state
as nonmagnetic could lead to erroneous conclusions. Rivadulla
et al. carried out calculations on CrN considering the PM state
as nonmagnetic. Their study gave a bulk modulus value of
340 GPa for the cubic CrN showing a drastic reduction of
about 25% as compared to that of the orthorhombic phase
(255 GPa) [2]. Alling et al. [3] calculated the bulk modulus of
cubic CrN using DLM to simulate the paramagnetic state and
they found the bulk modulus to be 252 GPa which is very close
to the bulk modulus of the orthorhombic phase. These results
highlight the importance of taking into account the finite local
moments during the simulation of the paramagnetic state.
There are several experimental studies on the Young’s
modulus of CrN measured for thin films [54,57] with preferred
orientations [53,57,58]. The reported experimental values
for the CrN range from 324 to 461 GPa. Our obtained
values from room temperature calculations are summarized
in Table I. We observe that our results from both DLMMD and SIFC-TDEP, are well within the range of reported
experimental values. Our average static Poisson ratio value,
ν ∼ 0.25, is in good agreement with the values derived from
experimental data, 0.28 [59–61] and 0.24 [53]. From Fig. 3,
we can observe that all polycrystalline elastic constants have
a fairly strong temperature dependence, decreasing by almost
∼14% in DLM-MD and ∼8% in SIFC-TDEP between room
temperature and 1200 K.
C. Elastic anisotropy

FIG. 3. Calculated Voigt-Reuss-Hill averages [Eqs. (13)–(15)] of
polycrystalline elastic constants of PM CrN from top to bottom
(a) bulk modulus, (b) Young’s modulus, (c) shear modulus, and
(d) Poisson ratio, as a function of temperature. The error bars
correspond to the standard deviation of the molecular dynamics
simulations with a 95% confidence interval.

It is possible to determine the measure of the elastic
anisotropy experimentally by the strain ratio. The strain ratio
can also be recalculated by the ratio between the Young’s
moduli Ehkl in different directions [62]. We can calculate the
Ehkl from the single-crystal elastic constants [19]. Our DLMMD simulations at room temperature give E111 = 347 GPa,
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FIG. 4. Calculated Voigt-Reuss-Hill anisotropy AVR , and Zenner
elastic shear AZ of PM CrN as a function of temperature. The error
bars correspond to the standard deviation of the molecular dynamics
simulations with a 95% confidence interval.

E200 ∼ 556 GPa, and E220 ∼ 385 GPa. Even though there is a
wide discrepancy in the experimentally measured directional
Young’s modulus values [53], our data are fairly consistent
with the experimental values 290 GPa [58], 520 GPa [57],
and 300 ± 20 GPa [53] for 111,200, and 220 directions,
respectively.
In order to quantify the temperature dependence of elastic
anisotropy, we calculated the anisotropy according to the
Voigt-Reuss-Hill definition, Eq. (12), as well as according to
Zener [19], Fig. 4,

study temperature-dependent elastic constants of CrN. This
method also uses DLM-MD but allows one to calculate elastic
constants without simulations at distorted lattices. Thus it
has higher computational efficiency. In general, we see that
both DLM-MD and SIFC-TDEP give results that are in good
agreement with each other and with available experiment. On
the other hand, the use of Birch law may give larger errors for
calculated elastic constants.
We study the temperature-dependent elastic properties
of prototypical paramagnetic transition metal nitride, CrN,
between room temperature and 1200 K which corresponds to
operation temperature of cutting tools. We have calculated the
single-crystal elastic constants of PM cubic CrN, C11 ,C12 , and
C44 , as well as its polycrystalline elastic constants, B, G, and
E being the bulk, shear, and Young’s moduli, respectively, and
also the Poisson ratio ν. We observe that the elastic constants
decrease nearly linearly with increasing temperature which
is the predicted temperature -dependent behavior, caused by
anharmonicity. We see that polycrystalline elastic constants
decrease by ∼14% between room temperature and 1200 K.
Studying the elastic anisotropy demonstrates that the material
becomes substantially more isotropic at elevated temperatures.
Therefore, the effect of temperature on elastic properties is
strong and should be included in the studies of materials
functioning at high-T environments. The proposed technique
allows for a reliable inclusion of finite temperature effects
in ab initio simulations of elastic properties of magnetic
materials.
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